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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

So here we are in the middle of winter. The ASHRAE year is half way through, and I am very excited about
some of the events and programs that are coming our way.
First, I would like to thank E. Mitchell Swann for his presentation last month at the joint MCAA/ASPE
meeting. As some of you are aware, the speaker we had scheduled fell ill days before the event. Mitch
jumped in and did a great job. I would recommend mitch to other chapters without reservation. Great Job!!
Here is a reminder of a few events coming up that you need to know about…
The 75th Anniversary Gala will be held on February 21, 2020 at The Manor in West Orange. Invitations
went out last week and is also attached to this Thermogram. I hope you can all attend and make this
celebration something we will all remember for years to come.
The YEA Committee has some events coming soon. You can find out all the details in the YEA report.
The Refrigeration Committee is planning the annual tour at Jersey Spirits Distillery, to be held on
March 18, 2020. Details are included in this Thermogram.
The Government Advocacy Committee had their “Day on the Hill” in December. You can read about that
in their committee update.

This month’s meeting on February 11 is Refrigeration Night and we’ll be hearing from Douglas
Tucker from Mitsubishi Electric. Doug will be discussing Refrigerant Trends.
Please be sure to RSVP if you plan on attending so we can make sure we have enough food and seats for those attending.

“It is better to fail in originality than to succeed in imitation." — Herman Melville

COMMITTEE MEMBER UPDATES
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COMMITTEE MEMBER UPDATE’S
Please be sure to check the website for all the latest updates on the exciting events we have scheduled for 2020 – there
have been a few last-minute changes, so definitely check in for the latest info. We have some big plans to finish out the
2019/2020 season and would hate for anyone to miss out!
-Dorrie Mercurio

On December 16th, 2019, representatives from local NJ and Philadelphia ASHRAE chapters descended on Trenton, NJ for a
Day On The Hill to engage policymakers by providing information on the mission and capabilities of ASHRAE. Meetings
with key state assembly representatives and state senators were conducted to provide education on ways ASHRAE can
support the legislative process, with specific attention called to issues of energy efficiency, cooling tower safety, and
refrigeration. Despite bitter cold, long lines, and vocal competition from special interests (notably anti-vaccine and
recreational marijuana advocates), the ASHRAE team had a successful day.
-Jeffrey Beeden
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COMMITTEE MEMBER UPDATE’S

I am excited to announce two events coming up for February and March:
1. Thursday February 13th - YEA Social Event at Stout NYC ~ Flagship, 6-8pm
2. Tuesday March 10th - Annual YEA Hockey Night (NJ Devils vs Pittsburgh Penguins)
I will be sending out a flyers with all of the details shortly!”
-

Ryan Diaz

https://ashraeny.org/meetinginfo.php?id=119&ts=1579894393

https://ashraeny.org/meetinginfo.php?id=119&ts=1579894393
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DINNER SPEAKER BIO
Doug Tucker
Director, Industry and Government Relations
Mitsubishi Electric US inc.
Biography:

Doug Tucker is the Director of Industry and Government Relations at Mitsubishi Electric US (MEUS) in
Suwanee, Georgia. In this role he represents the interests of MEUS with federal, state and local
governmental organizations, with industry trade groups and regulatory bodies, and with energy efficiency
advocacy groups. He is a 35-year veteran in the fields of standards development, conformity assessment,
and regulatory policy of HVAC&R equipment.
Prior to joining Mitsubishi Electric in 2014, Doug directed the international standards activities of
ASHRAE, managing the development of ISO standards for refrigeration & air-conditioning, building energy
efficiency, and indoor environmental quality. As staff liaison, he was also responsible for ASHRAE
Standard 15, Safety Standard for Refrigeration Systems, and ASHRAE Standard 34, Designation and Safety
Classification of Refrigerants. Preceding his 15 years with ASHRAE, Doug was engaged for over 10 years in
various engineering and management roles with Intertek/ETL Testing Laboratories.
An ASHRAE member since 1999, Doug currently serves on SPC 15.2P - Safety Standard for Refrigeration
Systems in Residential Applications, SSPC 34 - Designation and Safety Classification of Refrigerants, SSPC 90.1 Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings, SGPC 41P - Design, Installation and
Commissioning of Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) Systems, and MTG Lower Global Warming Potential Alternative
Refrigerants. He was one of three presenters for the 2019 ASHRAE Webcast: The Future of Refrigerants:
Unitary and VRF Systems.
Doug is active on Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) regulatory and
government relations committees, and is a member of the board of directors of the Alliance for
Responsible Atmospheric Policy and the Green Building Initiative. He received his Bachelor of Mechanical
Engineering from the Georgia Institute of Technology and his MBA in International Business from Georgia
State University, and has held a Professional Engineer license in Georgia and Florida.
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DINNER SPEAKER BIO CONT.
Doug Tucker
Director, Industry and Government Relations
Mitsubishi Electric US inc.
Overview:

ASHRAE, a world leader in refrigerant technology, research and standards development, is currently
supporting a global transition to the use of lower Global Warming Potential (GWP) refrigerants to
reduce the effects of our technologies on the environment.
The Montreal Protocol banned the use of CFC refrigerants and is working to phase out the use of HCFC
refrigerants worldwide. The replacement HFC refrigerants, such as R-410A and R-134a, have zero Ozone
Depletion Potential (ODP), but have a high GWP and are under increasing regulatory scrutiny in the
US. Refrigerant producers and manufacturers, assisted by organizations such as ASHRAE, have
developed new refrigerants that are classified as zero or near-zero ozone depleting and have a lower
GWP than those currently in use.
This presentation will provide an update on industry and regulatory activities related to the phase down
of HFC refrigerants and the transition to lower-GWP refrigerants, including the policy issues driving the
demand for alternative refrigerants, a discussion of future of low-GWP refrigerant options, and an
overview of the challenges in utilizing mildly flammable refrigerants.
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PAST MONTH DINNER SPEAKER

Many thanks to E. Mitchell Swann for
his presentation this past month. Thank
you for standing in last minute!
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PAOE POINT SUMMARY

Chapter
Members

Member
Promotion

Student
Activities

Research
Promotion

History

Chapter
Operations

CTTC

Electronic
Comm.
Min=250

Chapter
Grassroots
Government
Min=500

-

Min=500

Min=300

Min=800

Min=100

Min=600

Min=450

-

Par=800

Par=500

Par=1050

Par=300

Par=1200

Par=1050

584

525

325

470

365

1040

600

Min=300

Par=500

Par=650

Par=800

565

1000

YEA

575

2019-2020 Presidential Award of Excellence (PAOE) Summary Total = 5,465
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CALENDER OF UPCOMING MEETINGS/EVENTS

Proposed Date

Speaker

Topic

Theme

Location

Tuesday, October 1, 2019

Mitch Goss

Filtration for Grow Houses

Welcome Back

Renaissance
Woodbridge Hotel,
Iselin, NJ

Tuesday, November 5, 2019

Jaeyoon Koh

Energy Modeling/CFD

Research Promotion
Night

Renaissance
Woodbridge Hotel,
Iselin, NJ

Tuesday, December 3, 2019

Seth Letourneau

Outdoor Airflow Control Improves
Building Performance

Past Presidents Night

Renaissance
Woodbridge Hotel,
Iselin, NJ

Wednesday, January 8, 2020

Charles Gulledge

Integrated Project Delivery

Joint Meeting with
NJASPE & NJ MCA

APA Woodbridge
Hotel At Metropark,
Iselin, NJ

Tuesday, February 11, 2020

Doug Tucker

Refrigerant Update

Membership & History
night

Renaissance
Woodbridge Hotel,
Iselin, NJ

Tuesday, March 3, 2020

Dan Burley

Refrigeration Night

Renaissance
Woodbridge Hotel,
Iselin, NJ

Monday, April, 6, 2020

-

Head of Facilities

Back to Basics Night –
Student & YEA Night

Stevens Institute of
Technology

April TBD

Webcast

Effects of Low Humidity and High
Humidity on People, Buildings, and
energy Performance

Free ASHRAE Webcast

Webcast

Tuesday, May 5, 2020

Daniel Nall

Advanced Energy Design guide for
Zero Energy K12 Schools

Installation of New
Officers

Renaissance
Woodbridge Hotel,
Iselin, NJ

June 2020 TBD

Golf Outing

To Benefit ASHRAE Research
Promotion

-

TBD

HVAC Acoustics
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ASHRAE 2018-2019 AWARDS!

Many thanks to all the NJ ASHRAE committee members who helped the chapter achieve so many awards
last year!
Jackie Salvia - Black Ink Award
Adele Glaser- Black Ink Award
Dorrie Mercurio – Websitation of Excellence & Chapter Service Award
Brian Glynn - Exceeding RP Goal
Jim Rossetti - Student Activities Most Improved
Ryan Diaz - Young Engineers Outstanding Performance, Presidential Award of Excellence & Most
Improved Chapter Performance
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ASHRAE BREAKS GROUND ON GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS RENOVATION PROJECT
ATLANTA (January 10, 2020) – ASHRAE today held a groundbreaking event to celebrate the start of construction on
its new global headquarters renovation project. Photos for immediate use are available for download at ashrae.org/newhq.
The event marked the beginning of the renovation on a two-story, 66,700 square-foot building, located at 180 Technology
Parkway, Peachtree Corners, Ga. The project is expected to be completed by late summer, with ASHRAE’s approximately
125 person staff scheduled to move into the new headquarters building by October 2020.
Separate donor recognition and public events will be held throughout the course of the project, starting with an initial
donor recognition at the 2020 ASHRAE Winter Conference in Orlando, Fla., Feb. 1-5, 2020.
“Our new headquarters project will showcase ASHRAE's best practices and help us achieve our vision of a healthy and
sustainable environment for all,” said 2019-20 ASHRAE President Darryl K. Boyce, P.Eng. “Because of the support of
generous donors through ASHRAE’s building campaign, we are able to make this project a reality.”
Features such as water efficient plumbing and landscape, energy efficient HVAC and lighting systems, as well as the ability
to harness on site energy production and be a net-zero-energy ready building were clearly defined as project
requirements. Project requirements also include:







Operation and maintenance needs, featuring an easily maintainable and secure facility that has low operations and
maintenance costs;
Excellent indoor environmental quality requirements that facilitate occupants’ productivity by providing a
comfortable environment, good HVAC system performance;
Good space utilization, good acoustical qualities, unified interior style and high durability of finishes;
Design criteria that meets and, in some cases, exceeds the requirements set forth in ASHRAE Standards 62, 90.1,
and follows the guidelines as set forth in the new ASHRAE Advanced Energy Guideline for Office Buildings;
A work environment that enhances the general health, fitness and wellbeing of the workforce;
Sustainability which may be substantiated through available certification programs such as LEED®, Green Globes,
Fitwell or WELL Building or Living Building Challenge.

In attendance at the groundbreaking event were members of ASHRAE’s Building Ad Hoc and Technical Advisory
Subcommittee. Also present were representatives from Houser Walker Architecture and Integral Group, the design team
working on the project, and representatives from Collins Project Management (Project Management), Skanska
(Construction Manager at Risk) and Epsten Group (Commissioning Agent). McLennan Design was unable to attend.
“ASHRAE's new headquarters will serve as a model of how to successfully renovate an older, less-efficient building into a
showcase example of a state-of-the-art energy-efficient office building,” said Building Ad Hoc Committee Chair Ginger
Scoggins. “I am proud to serve on the ad hoc committee of this important project and even more proud of the powerful
statement it will make regarding sustainable renovation of the existing building stock.”
“The plans for this project incorporate some of ASHRAE’s most well-known indoor air quality and energy standards and
the end result will be a building that will offer a cutting edge, tangible example of sustainability in action,” said Technical
Advisory Subcommittee Chair Tim McGinn.
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U.S. DOE FINIALIZES RULE CLARIFYING USE OF ASHRAE ENERGY CONSERVATION
STANDARD
ATLANTA (January 17, 2020) – ASHRAE is pleased to announce that the U.S. Department of Energy has issued a
final rule, clarifying that DOE must meet its statutory requirements to adopt ASHRAE Commercial Building Energy
Efficiency Standard 90.1 energy conservation levels, "except in extraordinary cases where a high evidentiary hurdle has been
surmounted." Further, DOE noted in the final rule, "The language of the statute makes clear that Congress intended to establish
a high bar for DOE to go beyond the levels in ASHRAE Standard 90.1, an intention clearly reflected by its decision to require a
heightened evidentiary standard."
DOE's final rule entitled "Energy Conservation Program for Appliance Standards: Procedures for Use in New or Revised
Energy Conservation Standards and Test Procedures for Consumer Products and Commercial/Industrial Equipment," was
issued January 15, 2020, and is commonly called the "Process Rule."
The rule provides the procedures by which DOE prescribes energy conservation standards for both consumer products
and commercial equipment pursuant to the Energy Policy and Conservation Act. While the statute already directs DOE
to adopt energy efficiency levels in ASHRAE 90.1 unless several hurdles are met, the Process Rule clarifies DOE's
interpretation of EPCA in acknowledging the statute provides a high bar for going beyond ASHRAE Standard 90.1.

In its final rule, DOE discussed many points ASHRAE made in a letter issued on May 6, 2019 commenting on the
proposed rulemaking. DOE also states in its Final Rule that the "statutory scheme, which directs DOE to adopt ASHRAE
technical standards and test procedures unless further EPCA provisions command otherwise, comports with the requirements of the
National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995 and OMB Circular A-119."
ASHRAE's standard development process is rigorous, and it is one of only six standards-developing organizations in the
U.S. that self-certify that its standards have followed procedures established by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI). ASHRAE has transparent, balanced and robust consensus-based standards setting process, developed through the
participation of any and all interested and affected stakeholders. These participants do not need to be ASHRAE members
to participate.
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U.S. DOE FINIALIZES RULE CLARIFYING USE OF ASHRAE ENERGY CONSERVATION
STANDARD CONT.
ANSI/ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings (referenced as
"Standard 90.1") has been a benchmark for commercial building energy codes in the United States and a key basis for
codes and standards around the world for more than 35 years. ASHRAE's most recently published Standard 90.1-2019
reflects a process by which ASHRAE received 544 comments from 116 distinct commenters over the course of a threeyear period.
All proposed changes to Standard 90.1 are open for public review, which allows interested and materially affected
parties to give input into development of the standard and reach consensus, ensuring publication of a document that has
been rigorously examined, questioned and defended. ASHRAE's consensus process ensures buy-in and reflects input
from energy advocates, building owners, design professionals, utilities, manufacturers, representatives from DOE, and
other materially affected and interested parties. Compared to a building built using ASHRAE Standard 90-1975, a
building built to ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2016 will use less than half the energy.
DOE is currently conducting a technical analysis of the latest version of Standard 90.1-2019 to assess its energy
efficiency impact on the U.S. built environment. Standing Standard Project Committee 90.1 (SSPC), the committee that
has oversees the development of the standard, has served close to 45 years.
The 47 voting members on SSPC 90.1 have broad representation: Of the 19 voting members from the industry interest
category, only nine come from the industries that have a material interest in products covered by potential DOE
regulation. The remaining industry interest category members represent building envelope material manufacturers (five
voting members), and lighting equipment representatives (five voting members).
ASHRAE will continue to improve Standard 90.1 through its continuous maintenance process, and it welcomes
involvement in this process.
For more information: ashrae.org/technical-resources/standards-and-guidelines.
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GOVERNMENT OUTREACH
ASHRAE’s Mumbai Chapter Meets with Goan
Government Officials
On January 13, members from ASHRAE’s Mumbai Chapter met with officials from the Government of Goa including
Mr. Chandrakant 'Babu' Kavlekar, the Chief Minister of Goa and Mr. Rajesh Naik, the Chief Town Planner. ASHRAE
members presented a copy of Standard 188-2018 to be used for policy development and discussed the possibilities of
getting the standard adopted by the state of Goa with the help of the Town Planning Department. Mr. Naik assured
ASHRAE members that the department will review the standard. He also requested that ASHRAE members help
educate the community through seminars and workshops. The meeting also included a press briefing where ASHRAE
members explained the risks associated with legionella bacteria in addition to the importance of ASHRAE’s
standardization work in India. You can read newspaper articles about the event here and here.

ASHRAE Mumbai Chapter members meeting with government officials in Goa, India

ASHRAE Mumbai Chapter members presenting ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 188-2018, Legionellosis: Risk
Management for Building Water Systems
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GOVERNMENT OUTREACH
ASHRAE Holds a Government Outreach Day in Maryland
On January 9, members from ASHRAE’s Baltimore and National Capital Chapters met in Annapolis, Maryland to meet
with state legislators. 11 ASHRAE members attended and they conducted meetings with 29 legislators and their staff.
Members provided them with an introduction to ASHRAE and explained how ASHRAE can be a source of technical
expertise for future legislation involving building energy efficiency standards, HVAC equipment, refrigerant safety,
Legionella disease, and indoor air quality among other issues.

ASHRAE members in Maryland’s State Senate located in Annapolis, Maryland

ASHRAE Member Presents to Minneapolis Community Environmental Advisory Commission
ASHRAE Minnesota Chapter member Beth Tomlinson attended a meeting of the Minneapolis Community
Environmental Advisory Commission (CEAC). She provided an overview of ASHRAE and recommended review of
ASHRAE’s robust standards. Tomlinson also encouraged them to consider increasing the city's construction
requirements to meet the 2018 International Green Construction Code (IgCC) Powered by ASHRAE Standard 189.
Among the Minneapolis CEAC members and residents, other attendees included the director of Minneapolis’
Sustainability Office and other policy developers for the City of Minneapolis.
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GLOBAL GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
European Union Reviews Climate Goals and Launches Sustainable Europe Investment Fund
The Parliament of the European Union (EU) voted 482 to 136 to pass the European Green Deal, which calls for the EU
to be carbon neutral by 2050. The Parliament also has pushed for more aggressive 2030 and 2040 targets. To spur the
EU’s transition to a climate-neutral economy by 2050, the European Union is providing about $1 trillion in financing to
spur green investments across all sectors of the economy. For areas of the EU which will be more highly impacted due
to higher employment in fossil fuel production, the EU is providing "The Just Transition Fund" to help these countries
with their transition. More information can be found here.
China Moves Ahead its Emissions Trading System
China’s Senior Climate Change official announced it would establish this year its national emissions trading system for
coal- and natural gas-fired power plants, which account for about 40% of the country’s carbon emissions. China began
working on this emissions trading plan in 2013, but trades have not yet taken place. The system will eventually expand
to other industrial sectors of the economy.

U.S CONGRESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
Energy and Commerce Subcommittee Holds Hearing on HFC Phasedown Legislation
On January 14, the Subcommittee on Environment and Climate Change held a legislative hearing entitled, “Promoting
American Innovation and Jobs: Legislation to Phase Down the Use of Hydrofluorocarbons.” The hearing focused on
H.R. 5544, the “American Innovation and Manufacturing Leadership Act,” which was introduced by U.S. Representatives
Paul Tonko (D-NY-20), Pete Olson (R-TX-22), Scott Peters (D-CA-52), and Elise Stefanik (R-NY-21) on January 7. View
the hearing and find hearing statements here.
House Energy and Commerce Committee Releases Draft Climate Legislation
On January 8, Democrats on the Energy and Commerce Committee released a legislative framework of its plan to
tackle the climate crisis which includes a section on buildings. The legislation was developed after committee staff issued
a questionnaire and held several meetings with stakeholders, including ASHRAE. On January 16, House Republicans
held a conference-wide meeting on the issue of climate change to outline a proposal for climate legislation. The
gathering featured presentations from Climate Crisis Committee Ranking Member Garret Graves (R-LA); Energy and
Commerce Ranking Member Greg Walden (R-OR); and Rep. Bruce Westerman (R-AR).
House Science Committee Holds Hearing on the
Climate Crisis
On January 15, the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology held a hearing titled "An Update on the
Climate Crisis: From Science to Solutions." You can view the hearing and review hearing statements here.
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ASHRAE Scholarship Program Update
38 Society scholarships available for 2020-2021 - Apply Today!
Through its scholarships, ASHRAE seeks to motivate students and prospective students worldwide to pursue an engineering or
technology career in the HVAC&R field, part of the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) industry. The Society’s
Scholarship Program also serves the public interest by aiding in the education of men and women to become qualified to practice as
engineers in HVAC&R. ASHRAE has made available a total of 38 scholarships for the 2020-21 academic year: for high school seniors
entering college through senior undergraduate engineering students and engineering technology students. ASHRAE is seeking your
assistance in making student members aware of this financial assistance. Scholarships are awarded for the academic year following the
application deadline beginning with the fall semester. The following scholarships opportunities are available the 2020-21 academic year:
Last Call - December 1st, 2019 Application Deadline:

*
*
*
*
*

Undergraduate Engineering Scholarships — $3,000 - $10,000. Now accepting applications!
University-Specific Scholarships — $3,000 - $5000. Now accepting applications!
ASHRAE Society Chapter Scholarships — $3,000 each. Now accepting applications!
Regional Scholarships — $3,000 - $5000. Now accepting applications!

Engineering Technology Scholarships — $5,000 each. Now accepting applications!
May 1st, 2020 Application Deadline:

* High School Senior Scholarships — $3,000 each. Now accepting applications!
* Freshman Engineering Scholarships — $5000 each. Now accepting applications!

To learn more or apply, visit: www.ashrae.org/scholarships
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ADVERTISE WITH NJ ASHRAE

Advertising Rates
Newsletter Ad Includes:


COST: $100 for ¼ a page, $150 for ½ a page, and $300 for full page for the full year

Website Ad Includes:




Business Card ad on website for 1 year (starts the month the payment and business cards are received)
Link to your website
COST: $300 for ¼ a page

Newsletter and Website Includes:




Business card ad in newsletters through June 2019
Business card ad on website for 1 year
COST: $350 for ¼ a page, $400 for ½ a page, and $550 for the year
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